
Working hard to deliver media solutions to
the local community in Cambridge



Agenda

 Iliffe media

 Cambridge 

 Cambridge Independent 

 Cambridge Homes

 Online 24/7 Plus



Iliffe and Iliffe 
Media Ltd

The journey 
1800 - 2016

1800 1879 1961

1961 - 2012



The Iliffe Media 
96 Year 
Heritage

Local Media 
Opportunity

“We aim to deliver local 
news that is informative
and useful and which 
offers great opportunity to
local Business to present 
their offerings.”



Introducing…

 Intelligent

 Relevant

 High quality

 Trusted

 Useful

 Entertaining

 Community focused

 Distinctive

 Engaging 

 Interactive

 Positive

 Campaigning



 Wednesday publication printed product with a 7-day shelf life

 Over 25,000 copies every week

 224 Retail outlets

 20,200 Home delivered copies

 Handouts, Hotels and Business innovation centres given free copies

 Printed on improved print, stapled and trimmed

 Web support with ‘News’ as it happens

 Daily tablet version for subscribers

 Mobile  optimised

 All with targeted non intrusive and limited ads
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Campaigns

Community support



Content

It’s all about the people…

- People should be at heart of larger stories

- People are interested in people

- Humans are really quite remarkable…

- We’re not always looking for a splash

- We’re not writing adverts

- Softer approach for charities…



What is news?

Catching their attention…

- Is it new and would you read about it?

- And then again it’s not that simple…

- As well as asking if it’s new, you need to ask:
- Is there anything unusual or unexpected?
- Is it of interest to people outside the charity?
- Does it pass the pub test?

- But don’t be frightened to test it…



Who
What
Where
Why 
When 

Simplicity is key…

- Don’t try to do the journalist’s job

- Simple email note and subject line

- Paste press release + be concise

- Be a TV presenter

- Insightful quotes with no jargon…

- Be ready, willing and able…



Behind the 
scenes…

A history lesson

- Adding notes is really helpful…

- History of the group
- Website addresses
- Patrons
- Contact numbers
- Photograph opportunities

- One size doesn’t fit all…



Photographs
Yes please, and no thank you



Working hard to deliver coverage to
the community of Cambridge

Thank you!

Tel: 01223 320320
E-mail: 

newsdesk@iliffemedia.co.uk

Web: 
cambridgeindependent.co.uk


